1. Introduction. Our purpose is twofold. First, we desire to associate with any indexed (countable or uncountable) collection of (outer) measures free from any finiteness or a-finiteness restrictions, an associated product space and a product measure which retains and generalizes the intuitive precepts of product measure. Secondly we wish to extend to countable products, some topological results obtained in an earlier paper Product measures^) for a binary product of measures.
In the classical theory, the formation of an infinite product of measures is undertaken only when all except a finite number of the component spaces have unit(3) measure. As a first attempt to bypass this restriction, we substitute in place of the traditional covering family of measurable cylinders, the more fundamental family of rectangles having all sides measurable and for which the product of the measures of sides is finite. This product is used to gauge the measure of such a rectangle, and with this the resulting product measure faithfully agrees. There is, however, a defect in this first product measure. Under this measure, for uncountable products, our fundamental rectangular sets may not be measurable. By suitably modifying this first product measure we obtain a second one not sharing this defect, and for it, a Fubini theorem for the integrable functions under any binary decomposition of the product. The modification consists of requiring to be of measure zero each set which is contained in some union of cylinders in the product space over null sets of component subspaces. For the convenience it offers, but not of necessity, we also require to be of measure zero each cylinder in the space over some null subset of some subproduct space. Fortunately, these modifications do not disturb the measure assigned to a fundamental rectangular set.
Our second objective is obtained through an additional modification of our product measure. In finite products, much as in PM, we further require to be of measure zero each set whose characteristic function integrates iteratively to E. P. ELLIOTT AND A. P. MORSE [February zero under each binary decomposition of the product. We extend this third version of product measure from finite to arbitrary products by means of a rather general procedure embodied in Definition 6.15.9 and Theorem 6.24 which we employ to good advantage twice in the present paper.
The topological features enjoyed by our third product measure are given in Theorem 7.7 and may be informally described as follows. Suppose that each measure in a countable product is so related to the topology on its space that (1) open sets are measurable, and relative to each set of finite measure: (2) each open set is equal in measure to the upper bound of the measures of its closed subsets ; and (3) from each covering of the space by open sets a countable subfamily can be extracted which covers almost all the space. Then our associated product measure, defined free of topological considerations, is related to the product topology in this same way.
In §2 we assemble, for the convenience of the reader, our special notations and definitions which are common to the remainder of the paper.
In §3 we present the basic measure theoretic results that are needed for constructing measures or proving the measurability of given sets. In this connection we suppose the reader has a knowledge of measuie theory such as might be acquired from reading H. Hahn, Theorie der reelen Funktionen, Vol. 1, Berlin, 1921, pp. 424-432. Using the theory of limits and Runsi4), we develop in §4, for our needs, a theory of unordered infinite numerical products rather analogous to the theory of unordered numerical summation.
In §5 we present definitions and theorems relating to product spaces, that set the scene for our treatment of product measures which follows in §6.
Topology enters our paper for the first time in §7, which concludes with the previously described Theorem 7.7. .4 sng y = singleton y = Ex (x = y).
.5 fnt = finite = EA iA is a finite set).
.6 cbl = countable = EA iA is a countable set).
.7 o% = (J Ae%A = Ex (x e,4 for some ,4eg). .8 Tig = f}Ae%A = Ex (x e ,4 for each 4 e 5). .9 Join g = EA iA = <j£j for some §> <= g). . 10 Join ' g = EA iA = o- § for some § e fnt O sb g).
The reader may find it more to his taste to read statements like (t) H. Kenyon and A. P. Morse, Runs, Pacific J. Math. 8 (1958) , 811-824.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use " § e fnt Osbg" as "£ is a finite subset of g" rather than " § belongs to the intersection of finite and subset 5".
. 11 Join" 5 = EA (A = <t § for some <rj e cbl n sb g). .12 Meet'g = E4 (A = o% nn$> for some <rjefnt Osbg).
We should like to remind the reader that in case § is the empty set, n$r) is the universe and consequently a^eMeet'Ç-.13 Meet" 5 = EA (A = a% n n §> for some $ e cbl n sbg).
.14 cmplg = complement g = E.4 (A = «rg ~ # f°r some B e g). .15 co = the set of non-negative integers. We assume that the integer 0 and the empty set are the same and also that the integer 1 is equal to sngO.
.16 CrxA = 1 or 0 according as x is or is not a member of A. .17 rct^B = Ex,y [xeA and ye$~].
.18 \sAx = verticalsection of A at x = Ey [(x,,y)e^4].
In the interest of improving the readability of expressions like "[/(x)](y)" we abandon the traditional "/(x)" notation for a function value and substitute that defined in 2.2.1 below. We also introduce in 2.2.5 and 2.2.6 the function makers which we find so convenient.
2.2. Definitions. . 1 ./x = the value off at x = the y such that (x, y) ef. Thus, if / is a function valued function (operator) then . .fxy is the value of the function Jx at y.
.2 dmn/ = Ex \(x,y) ef for some y\.
.3 dmn'/ = Ex e dmn/ (| Jx | < oo).
.4 rng/ = Ey \_(x,y) ef for some x]. .5 fxxnxeAP = Ex,y \_xeA and y = P]. .6 funx c AP = Ex,y \x <=■ A and y = P].
In .5 and .6 we allow"P"to be replaced by expressions like"crx"or"./(xnj)"etc.
3. Measures. We present in this section certain well-known definitions and theorems (without proof) concerning (outer) measures. We cast these in a form convenient to our purposes.
3.1. Definitions. .9 sms $ = submeasure <p = Ei/f [0 e Measure and i¡/ = set </> T for some Te dmn' <£].
.10 cblcvr §y4 = countablecover §^4 = E© ecbl nsb § (A <= o-©).
.11 mssgS£ = fun^c: S (inf© ecblcvr § A iBe© .gB). Thus, if 0 = mssgS § and Acz S then .<£A is the infimum of numbers of the form lie®
.gB, where © is a countable subfamily of $ which covers A. In this connection we should like to remind the reader that the infimum of the empty set is oo.
.12 approx^ = approximater <p = Eg [$e Measure, <rg crímtj) and corresponding to each ,4 e dmn'<£ and r>0 there exists Cezrtfi and ©ecblcvrg (A ~ C) for which Eße© 4B ^ .(¡>A + r].
.13 bsctj) = basic^ = Eg c Join"mbl'0[0e Measure and <j> = mss0rlm</>g]. .14 cnsr^il = conservative<j>R = fun^4edmn<£infCeft
.<p (A ~ C).
.15 knsr^ft = cnsr</>Join"Jl.
.16 sp'tpA = EBc rlm<¿ (4(A ~B) = 0).
3.2. Theorem. // g is a non-negative real-valued function, §c=dmng, aS^aS, and </) = mssgS § then:
.1 <f>eMsrS;
.2 .<j)A^ .gA whenever Ae §;
.3 each Aedmn'tj) is so contained in some member B of Meet" Join" $ that .<j)A = .<j)B; A if A e $ and E B e © .gB ^ . g A whenever® ecblcvr$ A then .<¡>A = .gA. .1 corresponding to each Aearati'<j> there is such a member C of Join"ft that .<¡>A = .\¡f (A~C);
.2 <j) = mss(t>S ( §Uft)eMsrS;
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.3 ,(pA :£ ,\¡/A whenever Ac S; .4 mbl \¡i a mbl <p ; .5 Join"Ä<=zr^= (J ^6zr^(jReJoin"ftsb(^UB);
.6 <p = cnsT\j/zi(p.
3.5. Theorem. If g e approx <p, g <= mbl'</> and ^ = mss^Sg then <f> = cnsr i¿>zr</> and g U zr <£ e bsc (¡>.
4. Numerical products. In keeping with 4.2 of PM we shall assume in the present paper that for each x, 0-x = x-0 = 0.
We shall make use of Runsi*) especially pp. 822-823. It should be noted that in Theorem 6.9 of Runs it is understood that 0* co is not a real number whereas in the present paper 0 • co = 0. .1 ri/'eO .«; = !.
.2 If -co ■_ .ak ■-as then \\j e sngfc .aj = .ak. .3 If A r\B = 0, Au Be fnt, and -co =. aj ^ co whenever j e Au B, then, l\jeAuB = (n/eA .aj} -(l\jeB .aj}.
.4 IX/6A -aj = lmaclsn'v4]^/ea .aj. .5 If .aj = .bj whenever je A then \~[j e A .aj = \~[j e A .bj.
From these and limit theory we infer the rest of the theorems in this section. If] +jeA .aj -n+JeA' .aj| < r and .aj = 1 whenever j eA~ A".
5. Product spaces. The product of two spaces A and B is generally taken to be ret A B. The product of a multiplicity of spaces .Xi, ¿edmnX, however, is customarily taken to be the set of functions defined in 5.1.1 below. In the setting of this latter product space, we explore in this section the operations of forming rectangles, cylinders, projections and sections, and state, without proof, a number of orientational and useful theorems. .2 04UU(BUUC)) = ((AuuB)uuC)and04nn(Bnnc)) = pnnß)nnC). .5 If (A nnB) =1, xeA, yeB, x'eA, y'eB and x'Uy' = xUy then x = x' and y = y'. 5.5. Theorem. J/(i'nnß') = l and C" = (A' UUB') i/ien: .1 cyl7t©C= P)Be©cylBC whenever C c C and <7©<=B'; .2 prj n©/4 = Q C e © prj C/l whenever A<= A' and er© c C ; .3 cyl04 ~ B)C = cyl AC ~ cylBC whenever A a A', B c A' and C c C.
5.6. Theorems. 6. Product measures. If m is an indexed collection of measures then in 6.1.1 we call m measuretic and we define for m, in 6.1.8, our first product measure \¡/ = cpmm. Our second and third product measures are defined in 6.15.11 and 6.31.2 and if <j> is one of these, then (¡> = cnsripzitp and we think of (¡> as being a conservative modification of </>. 6.1. Definitions. .11 nilsetm = The family of sets of the form
where X e nilfunction m. .1 // 0 ^ S then slice Si = rim .mi whenever i el;
.2 S e box m ;
.3 if 0^^ czbxm and X = funiel C\Ae^ slice Ai then X e boxer m ana 71$ = Pr X e bx m ;
.4 ¿/Be box m, Ne 31, A = B ~N then Ae box m and .VA = .VB; .5 .FA = (.V prj AS') • (. V" prj AS") whenever A eft; .6 23 = Product93'23" uProduct box p zr V" UProduct zr Vboxg;
.7 Meet" 93 = 93; .8 Join" 3t= 31;
.9 cylA'Se31 whenever A'e3T; .10 ifAellthen A = (A' UU S") U(S' UU A")/or some A'e3T and A"e9t";
.11 cylinder A'Se nilcylinder m whenever A'e nilcylinder p.
Since our methods for obtaining product measures will be variable in what follows, we shall let them enter our definitions and theorems explicitly as a variable. Thus, in 6.4 and elsewhere, a may be thought of as a function which represents a method for obtaining product measures, i.e., if m e measuretic n dmn a then cp = .am is the a associated product measure on spcm.
6.4. Definitions. (1) members of bscboxm are <j) measurable and the (¡> measure of such a box is its volume, (2) the family bscbox m U zr $ is 0 basic, (3) the Fubini equality holds for the <¡) integrable functions under any binary splitting of the product space, (4) a rectangle of measurable sets is <¡> measurable, (5) a cylinder over a set of underlying measure zero has tf> measure zero.
Aided with 3.5 we infer at once from 6.4.3 and 6.4.6 the following 6.5. Theorem. // productive a = measuretic and H = harmony a then H is a. Harmonious and tx = mcH. If .<piTA) = 0 then .<t>T = 4ÍTA) + .<piT~ A) = 0 + .<piT~ A) = .<pT and we conclude (1) .<pT= .<¡>iTA) + .(¡>iT~A).
We assume below that 4iTA) > 0. Thus, 4>iTA) = .vim m iTA) and employing 4.12.10 we select such countable subsets m' and m" of m that
.mi(slice(TA)i) = 1 whenever iedmn(m ~ m') and .mi(slice T i) = 1 whenever i edmn(m ~ m"). We state the following theorem without proof. It is a one sided version of the useful 5.3 in PM (p. 189). Aside from the transfer of setting from the space ret rim p rim v to the space (tlmp UUrlmu), the proof of the present theorem is contained in that of PM 5.3.
6.10. Theorem. // memeasuretic, ^eMsrspcm, gebsc^, 0 dp Zm, /teMsrspep, ueMsrspc(m ~ p), .(¡>A= J JCr(x Uy)/ljudxudy wheneverA eg, and -oo :£ ¡.fz<j>dz ^ co then ¡.fz^dz-J" J\/(xUy)pdxvdy. .gB = .giBA) + .giBRy) + .giBR2).
Proof. Suppose B e 5, then in view of (1) we are assured that
Cr(x Uy)B = Cr(x Uy)iBA) + Cr(x Uy)iBRy) + Cr(x Uy)iBR2) whenever xeS' and yeS". Hence,
,gB = J JCr(xUy)B/idxudy = J* J*{Cr(xUy)(BA) +Cr(x Uy)(BRi) + Cr(x Uy)iBR2)}pdxvdy = J{ JCr(xUy)(RA)/idx + ¡CrixUy)iBRy)pdx + fCr(xUy)iBR2)pdx}vdy = J JCr(x Uy) iBA)pdxvdy + JJCr(xUy)(BR1)Judxudy + J" JCr (x U y) iBR2) pdxvdy = .giBA) + .giBRy) + .giBR2).
Part 2. Aemblxj/.
Proof. Suppose Tedmn't/>, r > 0, and secure such a family © ecblcvrgT that S Be© .gB = 4T + r. From (1), (2), and the fact 4(TA) < oc we learn from (3) that 4(TA ~ B) = 0. Checking that B e Join" dmn' <£, we learn from (1), (2) and (4) that 4(B ~ TA) = 0.
Since clearly B e mbl <j> we conclude TA e mbl </>, 4T = .¿(TA) + .(T~ A), and employ 3.3.1 in reaching the desired conclusion.
6.14. Theorem. If H is a Harmonious, and a' = mc/i then productive a' = measuretic.
Proof. We infer the desired conclusion from Parts 1, 2, and 3 below. Proof. Use .7 and 6.13.
A family of sets more general than bscboxm is introduced in 6.15.5. It replaces the family of cylindrical sets of the classical theory of infinite product measures, and can be described as follows. Suppose m e measuretic, p e fnt n sb m, A' c spc p, .10 cm = mc harmonil. .11 cnmm = .cmm. In 6.15.9 above, we have defined a general method for extending finite products of measures to infinite products. Suppose a represents a method for obtaining a product of a finite number of measures, i.e., fnt n measuretic c dmn a. Then a' = production a is the extension of that method to arbitrary products and dmn a' = measuretic. For our purpose, we give a general version of the well known 6.17. Theorem. // m e measuretic, .X rim A = 1 for each X e rngm, fnt nsbm c mblproductive a, 5 =U? enit ^sbmsbspcq, g is the function on 5 which assigns to each Ae^r the value ..aqA where q is that subset of m for which Aaspcq, ©ecblHsb^, and spc m = cyl <x© spc m then Z Ae© .gA ^ 1.
Proof. First note that spcpebscboxp and hence that .gspcp= 1 whenever pe fnt nsbm. Now, employ the countability of © to secure such a sequence r of members of fnt n sb m that (1) 0 = .r0c ,rn c .r(n + 1) whenever n eco, and
A c sbmb spc a rng r whenever A e ©. => .R(n + 1) ~ cylff© .R(n + 1) = .¿>(« + 1). Thus, we infer (3) .b(n + 1) = cyl .bn .b(n + 1) whenever new, and divide the remainder of the proof into six steps.
Step 1. If A e g, B e g, and A = cyl B A then .gA ^ .gB.
Proof. Suppose p cr m' efnt Hsbm, Be spep and A c spem'. Then either A<=B or p £ m' and A ccjlBspcm'.
For the latter alternative we employ 6.16 to infer .gA ^ .g(cy\B spem') = .gB ■ 1 = .gB and hence, for either case, conclude .gA g .gB.
Step 2. If A e g, Beg, A = cyl BA, and x e sbmbB then sctn Ax e g, sctn Bx e g and sctn Ax = cyl sctn B x sctn Ax. Proof. Let p', p, and g be those subsets of m for which x eispcp', B c spep and A c speg, and notice that p' czpaq.
Suppose y e sctn Ax. Then x n y = 0 and x u y e A. Let z = x U y. Since A = cyl BA there exists a member t of B which is a subset of z. Let s = z~t and secure such y'espc(p~p') and y"espc(q~p) that y = y'Uy". Now, z = (x U y') U y" = t U s and infer with the aid of 5.4.5 that x U y' = t. Thus, y ' e sctn Bx and we infer y ecyl sctn Bx sctn Ax. Since, cyl sctn Bx sctn Ax c sctn Ax, we conclude the desired equality. Obviously sctn Bx c spc (p ~ p') and sctn Ax c spc (a. ~ p) and our proof is complete.
Step 3. If fceco, xe.bk, and lim^^.g (sctn .bnx)>0 then there exists such an x' e.b(k + 1) Ospx that lim,.-,» .g(sctn.bnx')>0.
Proof. The choice of x' is clear when .r(k + 1) = .r(k). We henceforth assume .r(k + 1) / -rk and use (3), Step 2 and Step 1 in ascertaining that (4) if ne<a and n > k then .#(sctn .b(n + l)x) ^ .g(sctn .bnx).
We are now assured of the existence of such a number s > 0 that .g(sctn .bnx)> s whenever new and n > k. Let p = spc(.r(fe + 1) ~ .rk), p = .ap, co* = En e co(n > k + 1), and d = fun n e co* Ei e spep [.gsctn .bn(x U()> s/2]. Use (3), Step 2 and Step 1, as above, in checking .g(sctn.i>(n + 1) (x Ui)) .g(sctn .bn(x U /)) whenever n e co*, wherefrom we learn Hence, .pD ^ .gA -s/2 ^ s -s/2 = s/2, and we infer (6) .p .dn ^ s/2 whenever n e co*.
From (5) and (6) we learn .pp|n eco* .dn > 0 and O^Q n e co.dn. Since clearly, for each neco*, .dn c sctn .b(k + l)x, we are assured of the existence of such a point iesctn.b(fe + l)x that .g(sctn.bn(x Ui))> s/2 whenever neco*. Taking x' = (x u r) realizes our objective.
Step 4. 0= C\neoecyl .bnQ. Step 5. limn-> oo .g.bn = 0. Proof. The alternative to our assertion, in view of the (3), Step 2, Step 1 monotonie nature of the numbers .g.bn for n eco, is that (7) lim ""-.oo -g-bn > 0.
Let us tentatively assume (7) in order to reach a contradiction in (8) below. Using Step 3, and noting 0 e .bO = 1, we may inductively obtain a sequence y with the following properties: for each neco, .1 .yne.bn and .yn c .yin + 1), and .2 limfc-» oo ,g (sctn .bk .yn) > 0.
Let z = {Jneco.yn, suppose neco and notice that .yne.bn, z~.ynespc (orngr ~ .rn) and hence that z ecyl .bn Q. Thus, (8) zeQ necocyl .£>nß in contradiction to Step (4). We conclude therefore that limn-> oo .g .bn = 0
Step 6. lg E Ae© .gA.
Proof. Suppose s > 0, and employ Step 5 to secure such an n e co that (9) .g.bn < s. Using p'U^efnt and 6.16 we readily infer that .gA=f-.gB, and using (2) complete our proof with the observation that C c cyl A S and A e g. Step 1. bscboxm' = bscboxm and .vim m'A = k ■ .vim m A whenever A e bscbox m.
Proof. Use 4.12. 9, 6.19.3 and 6.19.2. Step 2. If .<f>A < co then 4'A ^ k -4A. Proof. Let R = En, m [n e co, me measuretic, and m contains no more than n elements]. Thus, if ne co then vsBn is the class of measuretic functions each of which contains n elements or less. It is evident that (1) vsRlc responsive cp.
Suppose JV e co and that we know (2) vs R JV c: mblproductive cp.
Our proof is completed with the aid of mathematical nduction by demonstrating below that We are assured by (2), 6.9, and 6.11.3 that (4) 4T = .vim m T whenever Te bscbox m.
Consequently, \¡/ = mss^Sbscboxm and with 3.2.4 we infer that (5) 4T = .<pT = .vimmT whenever Tebscboxm.
We establish next that (6) 4A ^ 4A whenever A eg.
Proof. Assume A = (A'UUA"), A'embl>, A"embl'?;, and r > 0. Let k = .pA' + .vA" and let t be such a number that 0 < t < r/(2k) and t2 < r/2. Now select such families © ' e cblcvr bscbox p A ' and ©" e cblcvr bscbox q A" that .pA' + t= Z B' e©' .pB' and .vA" + t= Z B'e©" .vB". = 4A + r.
Our proof of (6) is completed by recalling the arbitrary nature of r. Suppose Aembl0, Tebscboxm, and r > 0. Note 6.11.3 and secure such members © and $ of cblcvrg(TA) and cblcvrg(T~ A), respectively, that Z Be© 4B + r/2 ^ 4ÍTA), and Z Be § 4B + r/2 = .</>(T~ A).
Thus, using (6), we conclude with 3.3.1 that Aembl^. We learn from 6.11.2 and 6.3.6 that (7) bscboxm cr Product mbl p mblv cr mblc6 cr mbli/r.
Our proof that vsR(N + 1) cr mblproductive cpis completed with reference to (5), (7), and 6.10.
Suppose me \sR(N + 1), K e factorfor m, m' = factormeasuretic Km and use the fact bscboxm = bscboxm' and vlmm = k-vlmm' in checking that zr cpm m ' = zr cpm m.
Clearly m' e vsB (JV + 1) and from 6.20 we infer vsB(JV + 1) cr responsive a to complete our proof. .ÇlT+r ^ EBeD .vlmmB = E BeD .VlmamB + 0 = E Beî).VlmamB + E Be3 .VlmamB E Be(Du3) .VlmamB ^ .i^T and, using the fact that r is arbitrary, we conclude (2) .QT ^ 4T whenever .QT < oo.
Suppose. \¡/T > co, 0 < r < co and secure such a member ©ofcblcvr dmn'Vim amT that 4T + r ^ E Be© .VlmamB, and secure such a function B on © that, 0 < .RB whenever Be®, and r=T,Be® .RB. Again r is arbitrary and we conclude (3) .ÍYT <; 4T whenever .\j/T < oo.
Taking (3) and (4) together we conclude (4) a = *, and our proof is complete. Part 2. semiproductive a* = measuretic. Proof. Use Part 1, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, 6 .10, after checking approximative a* = Since ..a*p'A' = 0 we are assured that ..<x*(qp')Z = 0. Thus, for some Zj e zr cpm (qp'), Z2 e nilset (qp') and Z3 e Join" zr Vim a(qp') we have ZcrZjUZjUZj.
Since cyl Zt spc q e nilcylinder q, cyl Z2 spc q e nilset q, and cyl Z3 spc ci e Join" zr Vim a q we are assured that (5) .u(cylZspcg) = 0. Now, if yespcq ~ cylZspcc/, y = y' Uy", y'espc(cjip'), y'espc(gg') then
..a*(pp')sctnA'y' = 0 and for some S1ezrcpm(pp'), S2 e nilset (pp') and S3eJoin" zr Vim a (pp') we Since cyl Sj spc p e nilcylinder p, cyl S2 spc p e nilset p, and cyl S3 spc p e Join" zrVlm ap we infer 0 = .p(cylsctn A'y'spcp) and noting cyl sctn A 'y ' spc p = sctn A y we conclude (6) .p(sctn A y) = 0 whenever y e spc q ~ cylZ spc q.
From (5) and (6) we infer 0 = / JCr(x U y)Apdxvdy.
Step 5 A'e.harmon ap' we are assured that ..a(oj>')Z = 0 an<i consequently that .v(cyl Z spc q) = 0. If y espc q~ cyl Zspc q, y = y' Uy",y' espc(qp'), and y" espciqq') then . .a(pp') sctn A'y' = 0. Consequently ./¿(cyl sctn A'y' spc p) = 0. Since cylsctnA'y'spcp = sctn Ay we infer, ./¿(sctn Ay) = 0 whenever y espcq ~ cylZ spcg to conclude 0 = J JCr(x Uy)Z pdxvdy.
Since p was arbitrary, we infer A e.harmon am.
Part 2. productive a' = measuretic.
Proof. Use Part 1 and 6.14. Starting with a0 = cm we should like to employ 6.27 to secure by induction a sequence a¡ of functions for which productive a¡ = measuretic and ai+1 = mcharmon a¡. However, since the very first, cm, is a class which is not a set, we encounter here a bit of a snag. It is indeed possible, by what strikes us as needlessly circuitous reasoning, to arrive at a definition of hms n below which does not employ our next theorem. This theorem is an instance of a modification, suitable to our needs, of the classical theorem on definition by induction.
6.28. Theorem. There is one and only one relation R such that dmn B = co, vsB0 = cm, and vs R(n + 1) = mc harmon vsB n whenever neco.
6.29. Definitions.
.1 Rhm = the relation R such that dmnR = co, vsB0 = cm, and vsB(n + 1) = mc harmon vsBn whenever neco. With (1) and (2) we complete the inductive step and hence the proof.
6.31. Definitions. .1 pm = production hm. .2 prmm = .pmm.
6.32. Theorem, responsive pm = measuretic = productivepm and pm = mc harmony pm.
Proof. Use 6.30 and 6.24.
The remainder of this section is devoted to finite products and the relationship between our final product measure prm m and the fundamental product measure considered in PM. In so doing, we recast several definitions and theorems from PM in the setting of a (rlm/i UUrlmv) product space in place of the rctrlm/irlrm) space used in PM.
6.33. Definitions. .1 Bscrct/tt) = Productmbl'/imbl'?;. Proof. Let a and b be such functions on M that if 0 e M then : (1) .a0embl0nspA and .9.a9 = .9A; (2) . b9 e Meet" Join" bscbox m ; .9 (U/C7 93) = Join Product U23.
.2 33 cr mbl <p.
We also learn from 6.35.3 that if 0esmsc/> then 0esmsi/' for each \¡/eM, and this with .1 assures us of the desired conclusion, namely .3 <t> eCore 93 n Lind 33. 7.7. Theorem. If me cbl n clin t then prm m e Clin tpr t.
Proof. Suppose c6 = prm m, S = spc m and 33 = tpr t. We know from 7.3 that (1) 33 = Join" opencylinder t.
Employing 7.6 and 6.32 to learn opencylinder icrmblc6, we infer (2) 33crmblc6.
Suppose 4T < co, \p = sct<j)T and let £j be such a countable subfamily of bscboxm that (3) 4(<r §>) < oo and 4(T~ off) = 0.
To complete our proof we infer <¡> e Clin33 from Parts 1 and 2 below. Part 1. If Ae33 then infCeClosed33 nsbA .i^(A~C) = 0.
Proof. Let ft be such a countable subfamily of opencylinder t that A = <rft. Suppose r > 0 and noting (3) let ft' be such a finite subfamily of ft that (4) .cX<x §n(A~<xft'))g r/3.
We secure next a finite subfamily §' of § for which (5) .</>(*£ ~ *$>') ^ r/3.
Let B = oft' and note that B e opencylinder t. Thus for some p e fnt n sb m, u cr f, and B' we have dmnp = dmnw, B = cylB'S and B'etpru. Let 93' = tpr«, ¿i = prmp, v = prm(m~p) , D' = prj<T<?j'rlm¿¿, D"=prj <7 §'rlmi>, J) = (D'UU D") and check that D'e dmn' p, D" e dmn'v, and <t §' er D. Suppose for the moment that .vD" > 0 and use the 7.6 fact that pe Core 33' to obtain C'eClosed93'sbB' for which (6) .p(D' n(B' ~ C)) ?g (r/3 • .vD").
If .vD" = 0 take C = 0. In either case we infer Hence, using (4), (5) and (8) Proof. The conclusion is inferred from Step 2 below.
Step 1 Step 2. There is such a countable subfamily © of g that 4(S ~ <jg) = 0. Proof. Let P = fnt n sb m, note that P e cbl, and using Step 1 secure a function/on P for which .fp e cbl n sb g and . i¡/(S ~ |J A e .fp cyl prj A spc p S) = 0 whenever p e P. Taking © = \J p e P .fp we employ 5.9 to learn c© = Q p e P cyl prj cr© spc p S. 
